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As a long time native of Wallowa County, Or. I can not stress how much this bill will
change life for those of us living here.
We currently have no fuel delivery trucks, propane or otherwise that will be within
your compliance standards. We will have 1 tow truck and the overwhelming majority
of equipment and trucks that do construction locally will not be in compliance.
This will create many hardships for local people and visitors. Many of which are your
voters from the West side. 
I wonder what they will think when they have to call a tow truck from out of state or a
few hundred miles away to come get them unstuck or get them to a local repair shop.
The costs to buy new compliant trucks and equipment is so cost prohibitive for rural
areas, that I am concerned that many of the services that we rely on, and need, will
simply no longer be available.
I would hope that you would consider this when considering this bill.
This not an emergency and should be voted on by the people.
As a High School graduate, I have read the bill twice and understand that there will be
7 people appointed by the Governor, that will have a great deal of power to determine
the future of the State that I have lived in all my life.
This along with the amount of none released pages are deeply concerning to me as a
tax payer and voter.
Since when did the citizens of this great State become to ignorant to vote for things
that will change the landscape for generations to come.

Not and Emergency. Needs to be voted on by citizens. Let us decide!

God's blessings
Neal
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